
WHAT YOU MISSED – ICTF’S GLOBAL CREDIT PROFESSIONALS SYMPOSIUM 

 

 

If you were not in Chicago April 17th-19th you missed the ICTF Global Credit Professionals Symposium. 120+ 

international credit professionals from twenty nine U.S. states and seven countries met to network, learn and 

share best practices.  

The Symposium opened with a reception Sunday evening. The unexpectedly beautiful weather beckoned many 

attendees to explore the not so windy city. 

After a networking breakfast the keynote address, Global Market Volatility: The Role of China, Central Banks and 

Monetary Policies was given by Dr. James Dorn, VP for Monetary Policies – Cato. Dr. Dorn outlined the current 

global financial turmoil encompassing unconventional monetary policy, ZIRP and QE’s, leveraging, regime 

uncertainty, free market backlash and fiscal dominance. Dr. Dorn detailed the limits of monetary policy and 

suggested that the Fed has a tiger by the tail. He compared the monetary policies of China and Hong Kong and 

their resulting economic development. China featured financial repression, capital outflows, a state dominated 

financial sector, no free market for ideas, power versus free markets and a current growth slowdown. Hong 

Kong featured Big Market- small government, trade liberalization to provide more choices and capital freedom 

with increasing investment opportunities. These policies have resulted in a flourishing entrepreneurial economy 

in a climate of limited government, rule of law and freedom of markets and ideas. The severe economic impact 

of the competing visions – freedom or order – was discussed as well. Dr. Dorn summarized that structural 



change is difficult but necessary for long run growth. He ended with Ben Bernanke’s quote “monetary policy is 

not a panacea”. 

If you were not there you missed the ICTF Networking Global Trivia quiz. Tables worked as teams to answer 

questions. Did you know that Nepal’s flag is a pendant or that a two pointed flag is a pennon? Did you know that 

of Romania, Turkey, Belarus and Georgia, only Belarus does not border the Black Sea? Lots of people did know 

and there were many correct answers, prizes and laughs. 

Carlos Machado, Director of Global Credit, Brightstar Corp. and Tina Sorrels, Director of Global Credit AJC 

International, Inc. presented “Best Practices in Country Risk Management and Your Company’s Bottom Line”. 

Carlos reviewed the difference between Sovereign Risk and Country Risk. Sovereign Risk is the risk of a country 

defaulting on its debt, Country Risk involves the country’s business environment including the legal 

environment, levels of corruption and socioeconomic variables. Risk assessment information is available from a 

variety of sources including ICTF’s Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) reports, S&P, Moody’s and Fitch, insurance 

companies, bank country ratings and in house experience. Business travel in the market is an excellent 

assessment tool as well.  Country risk elements include differentials in inflation and interest rates, current 

account deficits, public debt, terms of trade (import/export), political stability and economic performance. 

Carlos shared a sample Country Risk Scoring Model used to maximize company objectives. Tina outlined the 

need to research and define your risk, measure the level of risk in your portfolio and forecast the” what ifs”. 

Potential Country risk includes a wide spectrum of variables such as % of high risk dollars, concentration, 

alternative markets, transit point options, market disease in the country of destination, specialty or private 

labeling, inflation, foreign exchange volatility, currency convertibility, duty changes, coups, manpower and 

expense for special handling and prioritization of your product by the receiving government. It is critical to 

incorporate the risk appetite of your specific company into your analysis. What are your drivers, your risk norm, 

can you afford delayed cashflow, affecting your borrowing base, bank covenants and bad debt reserve? Once 

you have identified your specific risks, you can utilize appropriate mitigation techniques such as credit insurance, 

forfaiting, FX hedging, control of credit terms, appropriate legal contracts and cross corporate or personal 

guarantees. Tina reminded us that the cost and risk of a transaction is directly related to the total life of the 

transaction. By identifying all the cost elements, including duration, terms and country risk it is possible to cover 

these costs through proper pricing. Tina summarized that there is never a boring moment; you must be flexible 

and able to act quickly, have alternatives and communicate with customers, sales, operations, transportation, 

treasury, agents, banks and ICTF peers. One last tip – in today’s challenging environment, question international 

slow pay carefully to determine what is causing the delay. Is it the customer, lack of capital, currency or country? 

Monday afternoon offered two concurrent sessions. Bert McCuiston, International Credit Manager, Milliken & 

Co. hosted the Emerging Global Credit Professionals Round Table. ICTF launched an initiative in September 2015 

to promote international credit and trade finance as a worthwhile and stimulating career path and to enhance 

the reputation of the profession globally. One key objective is to identify potential mentees and mentors. 

Targeted mentees are those having less than five years of experience in international credit or trade finance and 

a commitment to professional development. This session was an opportunity for potential mentees and mentors 

to meet and share work experiences and challenges. Several experienced mentors shared how important a 

mentor had been in their professional development. Several mentee/mentor pairings have already been made 

with more to come. Contact Aneta Spilman or Tim Lane at ICTF for more information about this initiative. 



The alternate concurrent session featured 

Kirk Shoemaker, Director Global Credit, 

Beam Suntory, Inc. presenting “Managing 

Credit in Times of Turmoil and Uncertainty: 

Early Warning Signs and Global Credit 

Management Practices that Pay off.” Kirk 

added a new “C” to the four “C’s” of credit. 

Character, Capacity, Capital and Collateral 

were joined by Conditions. “Conditions” is 

comprised of currency, collaboration, 

creativity, context and customer. Currency 

risks include disruption in the operational 

model, lower confidence in the banking 

sector and the direct and indirect P&L 

impacts. Currency management is based on 

volatility monitoring. Kirk stated that “awareness is the goal – not forex trading”. Collaboration failures include 

insufficient lead time to make decisions, credit seen as a business blocker and missed critical market 

information. Rewards include stakeholder engagement, positive staff reinforcement and more comprehensive 

risk analysis. Collaboration in practice shows credit positively interacting with other areas in new ways such as 

with sales tracking underutilized credit lines, treasury tracking bank costs and supply chain monitoring 

depletions. Stifled creativity causes opportunities lost to competitors, boredom threatening retention and the 

lure of outsourcing. Creativity in practice can lead the credit team to develop a market business case, identify a 

business to provide your service and discussing alternative financing for key accounts. Context lost could be lack 

of interpretation of mounting risk and time and expense wasted on immaterial or misaligned issues. Context 

regained features analytics that uncover trends, need based problem resolution and true portfolio risk 

management. A customer forgotten leads to disconnect from our true purpose, inconsistent performance and 

volume decline or eventual divorce. A customer centric approach views customers as strategic partners, 

develops relationships that survive crisis points and ensures growth. A customer centric approach asks ”what 

are you going to do today to focus on your customer”? Kirk shared many personal examples from his years in 

the profession and industry. 

Peggy Klaus, Professional Coach, Klaus & Associates presented “The Hard Truth about Soft Skills and How to Sell 

Yourself at Work”. Peggy noted that many credit professionals focus on technical skills and that much less 

attention is given to soft skills. She provided some presence guidelines which will enable you to communicate 

and behave with a compelling combination of warmth and strength. Peggy is an ardent advocate of “Bragging”. 

To brag effectively is to talk about yourself with pride and passion without being obnoxious. She recommends a 

“Brag Bag”- a collection of easily accessed accomplishments, passions and interests; “Brag Bites” - snippets of 

impressive information expressed in a brief quotable manner, and a “Bragologue” - a short, entertaining story 

highlighting who you are and what you do. Peggy stressed that you must be passionate and enthusiastic about 

your subject, your best self and be delighted to share with your audience. She reminded us that it is also very 

important to brag about your team and their accomplishments. She recommended that at group meetings you 

encourage attendees to mention at least one success or obstacle they have overcome. 

Monday concluded with a group dinner at Francesca’s on Chestnut. Great fun was had by all! 



Tuesday morning featured Stuart Bergman, Deputy Chief Economist/Director Economic & Political Intelligence 

Centre-EDC. Stuart presented “Global Economic Outlook – Risk and Opportunities for the Year Ahead”. It was 

refreshing to hear an “expert” say the world is a crazy place just now and no one really knows what to expect. 

He named the various QE’s as the biggest events in modern economics, adding that the ballooning balance 

sheets of central banks are over shadowing financial markets. Commodity market volatility, the commodity 

linked currency crash, global GDP and trade volumes are all down. The fiscal authorities have tried quantitative 

easing, cash injections, bailouts and interest rate cuts but nothing seems to have significantly helped. There are 

a few positives: construction starts, U.S. consumer pent up demand, and improving private sector investment 

and construction spending. The strong U.S. dollar has been a mixed blessing. Developing markets have been 

greatly affected by the commodity down turn. In this era of low interest rates some investors have turned to 

high risk, high return investments such as Zambian, Ecuadorian and Pakistani Bonds. Growth versus volatility will 

be with us for a while and the future will be challenging.  

The Symposium concluded with the ICTF Global Trade Creditors Ideas Exchange Forum moderated by Bob Long, 

Member Liaison, ICTF. Panel members were: Alan Andrews, SVP, Trade Finance Group – PNC Bank; Raul Davila, 

Senior Manager, International Credit – Ravago Americas; Brenda Jalowiec, Global Director of Credit and 

Collections – Diebold, Inc.; and Andre Python, Vice President Underwriting – FCIA Management Co. Discussion 

started in Latin America with questions concerning delayed payments in Brazil, payment experience, country risk 

status and the banking system in Argentina and the status of payments, L/C confirmations and credit coverage in 

Ecuador. Interest moved to Asia with discussion including terms in China, utilization of Banker’s Acceptance 

Drafts, how to obtain good financial information, current experience in Indonesia and challenges in Russia. The 

Middle East provoked discussion on the need for any special terms or conditions for L/C’s, how to best obtain 

financials, the shortage of hard currency in Egypt which has resulted in new fiscal policies requiring that money 

transfers outside the country must be bank to bank document transactions, and suggestions on how to deal with 

payment delays in Africa. General questions addressed changing world risks and how companies are preparing 

for the new challenges, security options other than L/C’s, the pros and cons of Bank Payment Obligations (BPOs), 

the use of escrow accounts and the use of retention of title. Many attendees rank this forum as the most helpful 

source of practical information from seasoned professionals sharing real life experiences.  

If you were not at the Symposium, 

you missed a current, practical fact 

filled opportunity to experience our 

exciting world of international 

business. 

Alice O. Knight 

ICTF 

 

 

 


